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Document version control template

Document and document version management is crucial for construction and the efficient project management of other industrial project companies. Documents (and photos, forms, and other project records) are the lifeblood of each project. Documents include plans, communication between the parties, a certificate of employment, contracts and payment
terms. Given all these important things, as well as the fact that, in the form of policies and procedures, documents actually guide and guide work - it's easy to see why strict and generally understood document control is crucial to the results of your projects and the state of your business. Building documents and other project-based documents are dynamic
and adaptable and have often been subject to a number of changes that affected multiple parties and required multiple completions. It is impossible to manage all these changes effectively without coordinated document version management. It is absolutely essential that the project manager, architect or property owner look at the correct version of the
document. Imagine the problems, security and commercial problems that arise when they don't. Companies must also ensure that people filling in documents on the ground or on the ground use the latest document templates. If multiple versions of the safety licence are floating on hard drives, USB or folders, different people can run different security
permissions - leading to major compliance and auditing issues - as well as data standardization and reconciliation issues. There are also obvious costs and risks of poor document management, such as: Failure of audits Deleting disputes because records are unacceptable or insufficient. Increased project, commercial, and financial risk for each project To
mitigate the control possibilities of these bad documents, there are a few ways companies can build and maintain strict document version controls. The second is the traditional method of implementing and implementing guidelines, policies and procedures for version control of documents. the second is by using and relying on a separate version control or
document management system (which we cover a little later). The following paragraphs look at the example of document version auditing , which affects the most important elements of document version management. No matter how you create and manage version control processes, they are designed to create a systematic and reliable way to track
documents correctly. And your policies or system need to take into account document tracking in a couple of different dimensions. The first dimension is version control at the document version or change level. This may look a little different depending on the use case, but it will essentially track changes saved in the document or manually saved) to create a
new version. This type of version control can be a basic, such as v1, v2, v3, based on a manually acceptable document, or it can be completely dynamic and granular (such as the document version control example below), which includes all possibilities and an event that has occurred for the original document - known as an audit thread. Getting a more
detailed audit of a comprehensive audit trail can lead to a much lower risk. Making changes brings responsibility to the equation, and once you understand exactly when the document change was made, companies and teams can understand why the change was made. With a document management system like Dashpivot, all of these document changes
and versions can be traced to see exactly what changes have been made. You can click on Jess Wong's change (see sample photo below) to see exactly what she changed and go back to that version if necessary. You can probably already see the value that document management systems can give here because they do all this automatically. The right
system creates natural version control boundaries and controls that take care of things in the background. Another dimension of the version control, which is really important for project-based companies, is to make sure that each document or form is unique. Larger contractors and companies can produce thousands of individual documents or forms:And no
document or form is created on an equal footing. Each form or document contains different information and also requires a unique document number. Maintaining these types of versions is possible by displaying folder structures and documents in list view - but it's much easier to make sure that this document version management is followed when it's
automatic. As shown in the version control example below, these file management systems can once again do this automatically. Each time a new document or form is created, a unique form number is automatically created to ensure that each document has a unique identifier. It is clear that you can still mark and name the document as well - but this unique
identifier is crucial for data management and audit monitoring. Version control is easy to view strictly as a policy or procedural mind, but what does the above version control example and version control usually do to your documents? Part of the problem with digitizing documents has been that the use of traditional digital documents such as word, excel and
PDF has actually made it difficult to manage document versions by making it difficult to see scans and changes. When a person edited or edited a document that was printed on paper, the change was easy to see - because it has just Traditional digital documents and hard-to-navigate folder structures have added complexity and ambiguity to version control.
But modern fully digital documents and forms have solved many problems - with the version control rules seen in the example above. Below is an example of working document construction areas that are exported from a system like Dashpivot. Unlike docs and PDF, the system exports (prints, downloads, or sends) a digital version report or a polished
document version with metadata and properties attached. The audit trail and the strict version control functions of the system move with the document to the real world. So when a project manager, architect or owner gets a document, they can easily see which version of the form or document - and what version of the template this is. This brings a different
clarity to the documents and cooperation and improves the results of the project for everyone. For most project companies, one of the most important types of documents is the template - a framework or standard for a document that people have filled out or filled out to ensure that the document structure and the hijacked data are correct. Templates save
companies an incredible amount of time because they can be used and adapted from project to project and team (instead of starting over) and ensure that data and data are standardized for monitoring and reporting purposes. The problem with templates is that they increase the complexity of managing document versions. In addition to the different types of
documents, the models can also be different. Effective management of forms and documents starts with strong model version management. Different companies manage this process differently. Some companies lock certain templates or give only certain companies permission to modify the template. Once again, the example of the document version control
below is dragged from the document management system. The image above shows organization-level templates that are applied to individual projects and teams. This, along with permission monitoring, on who can edit change patterns at the organizational level, ensures that people fill out the right forms and capture the right data. On the main surface,
document version control and document management in general can seem like a simple topic - although it's hard to implement. But when you dive in a couple of layers, version control comes with several important dimensions that need to be preserved in thousands of documents at the same time - while being readily accessible and simple to make them
easy and practical to use. I hope that the above document version management example has given you some idea of what good document version management looks like. You can set policies and procedures to create controls, or you can use the system as work for you. However you do that, make document management a top priority for you because it's
incredibly important to your projects and business. Good document management wins you more controversy, keeps people safer, leads to fewer mistakes and delays prevents you from failed audits. Companies in different industries use this version control and system software for managing project forms and documentation. Documents.
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